Mechanical Mixing Valves

☐ 4-10A: To supply tempered water to a single supply faucet
3/8” compression connections

☐ 4-10B: To supply tempered water to the hot inlet of a two
supply faucet

☐ 4-10C: To supply tempered water to a single supply faucet
(2) 3/8” compression connections and (1) 1/2” IPS
cconnection

Symmons Mechanical mixing valve for tempered water supply to an indi-
vidual faucet. Includes 3/8” compression connections and integral checks.
Vandal resistant temperature adjustment. Chrome finish. Supply stops and
piping to and from mechanical mixing valve not supplied.

Symmons Single Lever Faucet
Typical
(faucet not included)

Symmons Metering Faucet
Typical
(faucet not included)
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For ADA compliance (Americans with
Disabilities Act) consult ADAAG or your
state regulations for proper product choice
and mounting locations.